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(:04). Have come into work totally with P.   (:14).  Shows a cube with red (M) and blue 

(G) rings, floating around. You can increase the G field, which is the Mass, going from 

Cu, to Zn, or whatever. Or reduce the M field which reduces the Mass.  The "Mutation 

Box", creating different elements by changing the MG fields. This is how the Paraterid 

Glands work, the glands work by making the MG fields not of the elements, but of the 

Plasma of the element, which becomes the fingerprint for use at a point where the nerve 

is creating the condition. So for example, in the bone, it needs the MG field of Ca, but 

you don't take any milk, you have plenty of Phosphorus, the Parataerid glands (which is 

responsible for the conversion of elements), make a copy of the Ca from the Ph, that is 

stored in the Liver, and that information is transferred to where it is needed via the 

nerves, it doesn't make it and send it, it makes it at the point of need from the MG 

information. Everyday a half a billion cells are produced (:20). This is why all the glands 

are connected to the brain. Using the Blood as emotional part and Lymph as matter state 

part, with the neural system which comes in comparison with this, there is a current 

which is needed to replicate that cell. He draws the P Gland and a bone where Ca is 

needed, the gland sends the current needed to replicate that cell. Gives example of 

Eskimo that doesn't eat vegetation, how the glands transmute the cells via P and MG 

fields.  The energy packets consist of CNO, NA, Fe, and other Elements, the glands looks 

at which energy packet or combination of packets,  is easier to convert to the needed 

element.    (:25). Back to the "Mutation Box", it works like this, changing the MG fields 

to transmute the elements. Whatever you produce is always in P state. You can use 

similar for transportation of mass. If the box comes into balance you won't see it. So 

beings from different planets would see the element in different states of matter 

depending on their field strengths. The AA strengths, building blocks, determines the 

field strength of what you can detect.   (:31). Zero time transportation, you can MG fields 

on either side of element to be attracted or repelled. Whatever is inside the box stays in 

the state of matter in which it was put in there. Doesn't matter what happens outside the 

box, if you put a monkey inside it stays a monkey. It's like an envelop you open at 

destination.   You can use this box to see the boundary of your craft. A spherical shape 

creates a huge resistance. (:36). He made an elongated with 3 boxes, behaves like an 

array (Book 2), this array travels without friction. The MG field in the coils adjusts the 

speed of travel. (:42). Do experiments with this, use smaller gauge Cu wires. You can 

send this packet to the planet and test the environment, when traveling in space. DHL 

will be very interested. We are talking about dreams that are coming true. Huge 

applications in space, we can only live in human body in only this environment on Earth. 

Like Tupperware boxes, keep materials fresh until time of use.   (:50). We have to start 

logging where people are working so we can keep track, if they disappear, etc.  If you 

even rotate these coils, you don't want to know what will occur.   He draws a cup with 

Gans around it and orange on top. Say someone needs a bone marrow transplant, you can 

use same method to transfer or repair to healthy cells without operation.  Death through 

destruction of AA in man is history. You transfer it with the "elongated box".  Inherited 

gene defect can be repaired this way. New system to bring back coma patient.    (:56).  

Do the transmutation materials come out of the body when we urinate, Yes.  In space 

how do you go to toilet? Astronauts put it in a bag and threw it in space. The digestive 



system as we use it the cause of 90% of the deaths. Or gradually change over to P food, 

remember that 80% of daily energy comes from environment and goes out again.   (1:04). 

A number of user are posting their electric bills and how much saving.   (1:09). One guy 

down $100. Red Circle in Belgium paid to create fear in people from switching over. You 

see it working all over the world.  (1:18). Someone withdrew from American election 

system, is the person who signed Keshe's capture in Canada? The Keshe F testimonials 

added to webpage. A man with Diabetes for 45 years, used pen and decrease in meds. 

Somebody wants to go public for something, they're not saying.  Keshe Community 

Network was started by someone, testimonial (1:25), they should be brought under the 

banner of KF.  Bret is working on KF Iran. Rick reads a diabetes testimonial with Health 

Pen, 45 years with disease, improved from 50% to 85%.  Keshe developed a new 

technology for cancer, man with recurring Pancreas cancer got immediate relief.  Systems 

for Alzheimer's and Parkinson's, 75 people in Philippines with 90% success.  (1:32). 

Healing Pen testimonial, help with flu pain, Mother at 85 years shoulder pain, it 

disappeared.  Will release system blueprint for treatment of Cancer, how to setup system 

and apply it, throughout the body. Announce, "Blueprint for Cancer", in first week in 

February. First hospital going to open. Reversal of Cancer, 5 to $10,000, so money can 

go for poor and programs.   (1:42). Please do not split off into splinter groups, keep under 

one roof.  We have seen the reversal of Ebola but governments stopped the use.  Renan of 

Philippines comes on, using N C tubes they can change the pH of water from lower to 

higher, acidity increases chance of cancer, alkalinity less chance.  (1:49). Man just back 

from the Group in Germany is setup, teachings are spreading and dedicated to sharing 

knowledge. Moving to brand new factory in Italy.   (1:54). Renan shows his fire N C 

cups, converts acidic water to alkaline. Doing an experiment with different water and 

measuring pH with millivolts.  (2:03). Will start a research group for every aspect of 

Gans.  (2:08).  Ali update, finished making batteries, they are all on the bottom of Unit. 

He's switching over to all P Batteries. See lot of lights, white sparkles in air as soon as 

attached P B, when he drives home at 200 meters he sees the same effect surrounding the 

Apartment building, which means the field has expanded a lot. Like walking into liquid 

lights, other people also see it. Make it flexible so you can move the coils. (2:25).Puts his 

hand near the Reactors and looks weird, distorted. Tomorrow his friends will come to test 

while someone films, and will move to open on weekend.  (2:31).  Arman's 3-D printer 

making a stacker.  Arman's spring connectors, you can't open them up and turn them 90 

degrees, leave them as they are or they loose a lot of field flow. Nano Coat after 

connections made.  (2:38). A new Logo with colored coils, but now SSI will separate as a 

separate entity and logo. (2:42). More constellations for logos.  (2:45). Guys from 

Georgia Russia, made some Coils, Keshe says to make the rings in same direction. Mix 

crystal dust to make P Batteries strong, make the Gans of Al it has better storage 

capacity, showed a very nice drawing of SS. Need to find an open space to make 

homogenous fields.   (2:52).  Ukrainian share about P Batteries, and he has a reactor, 

when he sleeps near it he gets many insights. Nano C Al in the batteries. He checks the 

voltage on batteries. use a little thicker Al foil and Nano Coat with torch, but quickly so 

don't melt. (3:08).  Soon a new way to make P B, new type of capacitor, won't need coils.  

Try to make the coil perfectly round.  (3:11).  German wants to build a Health Pen, wants 

to wrap a double coil around another double coil. Keshe says that's even more powerful, 

why so much power? Keshe advises him not to play with it.  Superimposing is strong 



enough. Not advisable to use Gans on the Pen. He made a Lead Gans.  (3:17). He has a 

new way to do the Pens, remind him.   The main topic of today was Transmutation and 

Transportation Units.   Thank certain World Leaders for their support.  Question about 

using flat "pancake" coils, no they have no G part to them, have to have both M and G.  

 


